Abstract-This demonstration shows a new type of front end for a Retinal Prosthesis/Vision Augmentation (RP/VA) System, as well as a Visual to Auditory Sensory Substitution Device (SSD). Each system serves to process visual scenes then present them in a simplified form (augmented with auditory signals) to assist visually impaired people. Both systems consist of three components: a sensory block to capture the visual scene, a processing block to manage the collected data and generate stimulus patterns, and an output block. Here we are presenting two possible setups. In both setups we use a "silicon retina" in the form of a Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) for the sensory block. In the hardware implementation, the processing block consists of a microcontroller, with an additional circuit for visual to audio conversion. The result of the visual processing is presented on an LED-matrix, while the SSD (audio) output can be heard on stereo headphones. In the second setup the processing block is an Android device, running an application called SounDVS. This solution also outputs both audio and video signals. The systems represent wearable, low-power, real-time solutions for receiving and processing video input and creating simplified outputs containing the most salient information about the visual scene.
I. DEMONSTRATION SETUP
The demonstration consists of two setups. The first shows how asynchronous events received from the eDVS can be processed in a microcontroller, and create output (Fig.1) . It consist of an embedded DVS (eDVS) [1] , a PIC18 microcontroller for implementing a neuromorphic processing algorithm, an Arduino Duemilanove Board, an additional audio circuit, and a SparkFun LED matrix display. With a few alterations the same system can be used for both RP/VA and SSD systems, as the output is presented on an 8x8 LED array, representing the stimulator electrode array of an RP. Additionally, the same output is also forwarded to the audio system, and it is converted to sound, which can be heard with stereo headphones (SSD implementation). A simple coding scheme was used for converting visual information into sound. The second setup consists of an Android tablet, the eDVS camera, and stereo headphones (Fig.2) . This system is more flexible, portable and robust, so there are more possibilities for users to interact with it. Both setups are briefly introduced and demonstrated on the attached video [2] .
II. VISITOR EXPERIENCE
A set of simple but well-defined visual inputs will be created using Matlab and presented to the DVS using a Laptop screen. The corresponding outputs on the LED display or headphone sounds will demonstrate the type of conversion of the visual input implemented here. Visitors can try out their own improvised scenarios such as tracking their hand movements. They can also close their eyes or face away from the screen (simulating a blind person's experience) to test their own ability to differentiate between patterns using the system.
